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Sell your house, find the right offer
Get a free offer
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Smart service

Who said that to sell a house you have to go out looking for a buyer? Nobody.
Receive your home value estimate and match instantly with buyers. Then manage the sale directly from the app.

How we do it

Transparent commission

Do you know how many people like your home? We do, and they're interested in buying it.
Here it is, in black and white. In Italy, our commission is up to 1.5% of the home value.

See who likes your home

Clear data, with you always

How much is a house worth and how does the market work? Not everyone tells you everything.
Access market and home data directly from your phone. With us, the real estate market is at your fingertips.

We say it like it is

Support, during every step

Tons of research without any answers? Don't panic, we've already done it for you.
We help you with the paperwork and handle everything from viewings to final closing.

We'll help you



Casavo means
	for Giuseppe:
speed

[image: Joseph | Satisfied Casavo customer]
“I chose Casavo for their speed: the traditional sales process did not correspond to my needs.”

	for Laura:
hassleless
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“She told me that if I had really wanted to sell fast and without problem then I should have contacted Casavo.”

	for Isabella:
euphoria
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“The traditional real estate process was very stressful, a stress from which Casavo instead finally liberated me!”

	for Claudio:
efficient
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“Casavo takes care of a series of tasks and it's a significant time saving for working people.”



Discover the storiesCasavo means...
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Discover the stories[image: guides]Not sure where to start?
We've gathered together here everything you need to know to sell your home.
Read the guideStart with the valuation[image: Casavo's logo footer]
Services
	Valuate home

	Buy house in Milan

	Buy house in Rome

	Buy house in Turin





Useful links
	About us

	FAQ

	Blog

	Press



Casavo in the world
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Italian version

Download the app
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Follow us on
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